Michael Smither: The Colours Of 12 Sounds
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Michael Smither: To My Father the Printer - Robert Leonard 2008, English, Video edition: A portrait of Michael Smither / with music by Michael Smither. Get this sound, colour 12 cm. Smither, Michael, 1939-, (artist.) The colour of sound in a recent exhibition - Resene Novak saw a 2008 exhibition of Michael Smithers work,. The Colour of 12 Sounds, which triggered a long standing mentor/mentee relationship between the two. Glory - The Listener - Noted Michael Smithers "Rocks with Mountain" is one of NZs most popular paintings, this has been one of . Shape as Colour, Colour as Sound by Michael Smither. Michael Smither: The Colours Of 12 Sounds, which triggered a long standing mentor/mentee relationship between the two. The Colour of 12 Sounds, which triggered a long standing mentor/mentee relationship between the two. Michael Smither: The Colours Of 12 Sounds, which triggered a long standing mentor/mentee relationship between the two.

Michael Smither is famous for his images of the Taranaki landscape. Indeed, I started relating colour to sound, relating the spectrum to the octave and playing with the I had twelve bits of card painted in the twelve colours of the spectrum. Images for Michael Smither: The Colours Of 12 Sounds 29 Oct 2013 - Michael Smither Colour Can Be Sound shows how the artist has mapped the twelve notes of the Western musical octave onto the colours of 
